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Small interfering RNA (siRNA) has rapidly become the agent of choice for
gene function analysis through loss-of-function phenotypes. Especially in com-
plicated (patho)physiological processes such as angiogenesis, where vast num-
bers of proteinaceous factors are involved, the siRNA application allows
relatively fast analysis of pathways and identification of new target genes.
The first studies on the therapeutic effects of siRNA in angiogenesis show that
this new ‘drug’ class holds great promise for therapeutic intervention. Two
strategies emerge: the use of unmodified or the use of complexed, targeted
and/or protected nucleic acids. The challenge for clinical application will be to
control off-target effects and the transient character of the sequence-specific
silencing effect, and to address the targeted delivery to the cell types involved
in the various stages of angiogenesis. This is especially important as clinical
studies indicate a profound heterogeneity of the angiogenic vasculature.
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1. Introduction

The original observation that transgenes can induce sequence-specific messenger
RNA (mRNA) degradation was made in 1990 in petunia plants on genes involved
in flower pigmentation [1]. This phenomenon was termed cosuppression, as the
expression of both introduced transgene and homologous endogenous gene were
suppressed. In 1998, Fire et al. first described the phenomenon in an animal, the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans [2]. Injection of stretches of double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA) into the worms resulted in a highly potent and specific gene silencing,
which exceeded the effect of each of the single strands alone. This silencing effect
was also shown to occur in Drosophila melanogaster. Kennerdell et al. [3] showed that
injection of dsRNA into Drosophila embryos induced sequence-specific post-tran-
scriptional gene silencing. This silencing effect came to be known as RNA interfer-
ence (RNAi) and has now been detected in numerous eukaryotic species from the
plant, fungi and animal kingdoms [4-7].

The mechanism of RNAi has not yet been completely elucidated. The system as it
is now understood has been reviewed recently [4,8,9] (see also Figure 1). The dsRNA
trigger for the silencing machinery is cleaved to produce small interfering RNA
(siRNA). siRNAs are double-stranded duplexes with two-nucleotide 3´ overhangs
and 5´-phosphate termini. siRNA joins an effector nuclease complex, named
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), and guides that complex to homologous
mRNA. The siRNA unwinds and the RISC becomes activated. Subsequently, the
mRNA is cleaved ∼ 12 nucleotides from the 3´ terminus of the complementary
siRNA strand [9-12]. Finally, the cleaved mRNA is probably degraded by an exoribo-
nuclease. This sequence of events takes place in the cytosol.

Recently, siRNA was also shown to induce transcriptional gene silencing in the
nucleus [13,14]. Sequence-specific methylation of histone H3 lysine 9 or CpG islands
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Figure 1. siRNA or shRNA can be synthesised exogenously and subsequently cells can be transfected (I). Alternatively, siRNA or
shRNA may be synthesised endogenously (e.g., after transfection with si/shRNA-encoding plasmid DNA) (II). In the cytosol, shRNA is
processed into siRNA (III). siRNA can enter two pathways leading to post-transcriptional or transcriptional gene silencing via mRNA
cleavage (IV) or DNA methylation/histone methylation (V), respectively.
shRNA: Short hairpin RNA; siRNA: Small interfering RNA.

in DNA promoter sequences were shown to inhibit transcrip-
tion and, consequently, protein expression. As demethylation
does not occur readily inside the nucleus, this process may
offer a prolonged gene silencing effect.

In mammalian cells, introduction of dsRNA leads to acti-
vation of the dsRNA-dependent protein kinase (PKR)
response [15]. This response induces a non-sequence-specific
shutdown of protein production. However, introduction of
siRNA into the cell mostly avoids activation of this pathway
by virtue of its small size, thereby allowing sequence-specific
silencing to occur. It must be noted that recent reports indi-
cate that this size cutoff between nonspecific and specific gene
silencing is not absolute and siRNA may also trigger pathways
beyond the sequence-specific gene silencing, reminiscent of
the activation of the PKR response [16-18].

Interesting aspects of RNAi in C. elegans are its potency and
the ability of the effect to spread throughout the organism,
even when triggered by minute quantities of dsRNA [19-21].
Several features of the RNAi mechanism have been proposed
to contribute to the remarkable potency of the reaction. Some
degree of amplification is likely to derive from cleavage of the
dsRNA to siRNAs. For the most commonly used dsRNA of
500 – 1000 bp this would result in a 20- to 40-fold increase in
the molar ratio of trigger to target. A simple (single-use) utili-
sation of the siRNAs would be sufficient to explain the effi-
ciency of RNAi in extracts of D. melanogaster on a molar basis,
but would be insufficient to account for in vivo potency in
C. elegans. A multi-round mechanism (use of a single siRNA
for hundreds or thousands of rounds of target degradation)
would be much more efficient and is a possible explanation for
the amplification.

Another explanation comes from Sijen et al. [22]. According
to them, the siRNAs have an appropriate structure to allow
interaction in vivo with complementary sequences on the

target mRNA. Two possible routes may follow this initial
interaction. The first possible consequence is that the siRNA
might prime the synthesis of additional dsRNA, using the
target mRNA as a template, in a reaction catalysed by an
RNA-directed RNA polymerase (RdRP). The newly synthe-
sised dsRNA would then be cleaved by Dicer to generate sec-
ondary siRNAs at a sufficient concentration to achieve
efficient target mRNA degradation. The second possible con-
sequence is that cleavage of the target mRNA in the region of
siRNA homology might produce an end structure that signals
RdRP to initiate de novo synthesis of antisense RNA on the
cleaved mRNA template.

How siRNA can leave the cell in which it was generated to
enter a new target cell and silence genes is at present unknown.
A receptor called SID-1 has been postulated to bind and inter-
nalise dsRNA and may play a role [20,21,23]. Whether SID-1
protein has functional mammalian homologues is unclear.

This review outlines recent developments in the use of
RNAi in angiogenesis for pathway analysis, target validation
and therapeutic intervention.

2. Use of RNAi

RNAi is widely used to study gene function, especially in
C. elegans [24,25]. When working with worms, introducing the
dsRNA is relatively easy: dsRNA can be injected directly into
the intestine of the animal, or the worm can be fed with
Escherichia coli expressing the target gene-specific
dsRNA [2,26,27]. The dsRNA has been found to inhibit
expression of the target gene in different tissue types. Fur-
thermore, the silencing effect is frequently inherited by the
progeny of the injected animal. As the entire genome of
C. elegans has been sequenced, RNAi is being used to help
assign functions to the entire array of worm genes. This
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information may help identify pathways affected by the
target gene and their relevance in diseases.

The introduction of siRNA into the cytosol of in vitro cul-
tured mammalian cells is comparatively simple by transfecting
cells with electroporated or cation-complexed siRNA, or
transfection of cells with electroporated, virally delivered or
cation-complexed DNA encoding siRNA or short hairpin
RNA (shRNA) (Figure 2). The information obtained from the
phenotypes resulting from the silencing effects may be used to
assign gene functions and to validate drug targets [28-30].

The therapeutic promise of siRNA has stimulated research
on a variety of diseases where (over)expression of specific genes
contributes to the pathological process [31-33]. In addition, in
angiogenesis, proteinaceous factors are important contributors
to the switch from a quiescent to a pro-angiogenic phenotype
of the vasculature and constitute possible targets for gene
silencing [34,35]. However, therapeutic application requires the
siRNA, either DNA-encoded or chemically synthesised, to be
delivered to the correct cell type at the right time for achieving
the desired effects. The need for temporospatial targeted deliv-
ery has proven to be a formidable barrier [36-38]. In the next
section a short introduction to angiogenesis is provided,
followed by an overview of the approaches taken to examine
angiogenic pathways, validate new targets, or to inhibit angio-
genesis by targeting siRNA to endothelial cells (ECs) or cells
that support formation of the new vasculature in vivo.

3. Angiogenesis

Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels from pre-
existing vasculature, plays an important role in a variety of path-
ological processes, such as tumour growth, inflammation, dia-
betic retinopathy and age-related macular degeneration [39-43].
In general, angiogenesis is the result of a local overproduction of
pro-angiogenic factors shifting the balance between anti- and
pro-angiogenic factors in the direction of a pro-angiogenic
state [44]. This switch changes the normal quiescent vasculature,
where antiangiogenic factors predominate, to an actively prolif-
erating vasculature infiltrating host tissues. During angiogenesis
one or more of the following phases can be distinguished
depending on the disease type and stage.

Diseased or injured tissues produce and release pro-ang-
iogenic growth factors (such as vascular endothelial growth fac-
tor [VEGF] and basic fibroblast growth factor [bFGF]) , which
diffuse into surrounding tissues. The angiogenic growth factors
bind to specific receptors (such as VEGF receptor [VEGFR]2
and fibroblast growth factor-receptor) located on the surface of
ECs of the pre-existing blood vessels in these tissues [45].

As a result of the binding of pro-angiogenic factors to EC
surface receptors, ECs become activated. This activation leads
to the production and secretion of several enzymes (such as
progelatinase A) that dissolve the basement membrane. Acti-
vation also mediates changes in the coagulation pathways,
such as the exposure of tissue factors on the EC surface leading
to a local prothrombotic state [46].

Subsequently, the ECs start to proliferate and migrate
through the basal membrane towards the site where the
pro-angiogenic factors are produced by using surface proteins
such as adhesion molecules and integrins (e.g., αvβ3 and
αvβ5-integrin) [47].

Additional extracellular matrix-degrading enzymes, such as
(membrane-bound) matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), are
produced to assist the sprouting tip of the vessels. ECs close
to form a lumen and these individual small tubes connect to
form functional blood vessels [48].

Finally, these newly formed blood vessels are stabilised by the
infiltration of specialised cells (smooth muscle cells, pericytes)
that provide structural support to the new capillary [49].

In addition to proliferation of blood vessels, the tumour-
associated lymphatic vessels may also grow and contribute to
tumour progression and metastasis [50,51]. Recently, a number
of lymphangiogenic growth factors (such as VEGF-C and
-D) were characterised. These factors bind to a specific recep-
tor on lymphatic ECs, named VEGFR3 [52]. Identification of
these and other growth factors provide understanding on the
molecular mechanisms and importance of lymphangiogen-
esis in tumour growth. As such, lymphangiogenesis opens up
a new strategy for alternative treatment of tumours where
inhibition of blood vessel growth is insufficient to achieve
successful tumour therapy.

Taken together, both during angiogenesis and lymphangio-
genesis many proteinaceous (growth) factors play a crucial role
and constitute possible targets for therapeutic intervention by
RNAi to inhibit these processes.

4. In vitro inhibition of angiogenesis
using RNAi

4.1 Pathway analysis
Several studies have used siRNA as a tool to dissect pathways in
angiogenesis. Shu et al. used siRNA to dissect the stimulatory
pathway of VEGF on DNA synthesis. By silencing sphingosine
kinase, VEGF was unable to induce phosphorylated extracellu-
lar signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and Ras-GTP, identifying
these proteins as sequential steps in the VEGF pathway that
ultimately lead to the induction of DNA synthesis [53].

Petrovic et al. investigated the downstream inductors of
aminopeptidase N expression on the surface of activated ECs.
The nuclear effector of this induction appeared to be Ets-2.
siRNA-mediated inactivation of Ets-2 prevented aminopepti-
dase N expression on stimulated ECs. Furthermore, ECs
stimulated to form capillaries,failed to do so when cells con-
tained siRNA silencing Ets-2, underlining the important role
of Ets-2 in angiogenesis [54].

Hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs) play a central role in the
response of ECs and cancer cells to hypoxia, and the transcrip-
tion of many genes involved in angiogenesis depends on these
factors. By using siRNA as a highly specific inhibitor, the role of
HIF-1 could be distinguished from the role of HIF-2. Interest-
ingly, whereas ECs and breast carcinoma cells were dependent
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Chemically
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siRNA/shRNA

DNA-transcribed
siRNA/shRNA

1. Nucleic acid

Unmodified delivery
'Naked' nucleic acids

Physical delivery
Micro-injection, electroporation, etc.

Viral vectors Non-viral vectors
Cationic complexing agents

2. Delivery

Gene expression profile
(RT)-RT-PCR

Protein expression profile
Protein array/Western blot

Functional assays
Cell proliferation/cell shape, etc.

3. In vitro

Animal experiments
Tumour growth, histology, behaviour

4. In vivo

Gene expression profile
(RT)-RT-PCR

Protein expression profile
Protein array/Western blot

Figure 2. RNAi in angiogenesis research. 1. siRNA or shRNA can be administered as chemically synthesised nucleic acid or transcribed
from encoding DNA. 2. The delivery method should be chosen depending on the application. The nucleic acids can be administered as
unmodified ‘naked’ molecules, delivered by physical methods (such as microinjection or electroporation), delivered by viral vectors (such
as adenoviruses, lentiviruses or adeno-associated viruses), or delivered by non-viral vectors (such as polycationic polymers or cationic
lipids). 3. In vitro, effects of siRNA can be observed on the cellular level by investigating parameters such as cell shape and cell
proliferation, and at the molecular level by determining gene expression profiles and protein expression profiles using techniques such as
(RT)-RT-PCR, microarrays, protein arrays and western blotting. 4. In vivo, effects of siRNA can be observed on the level of animal or organ
by investigating parameters such as behaviour, tumour growth and histology. These data can be supplemented by parameters measuring
effects at the molecular level by determining gene expression profiles and protein expression profiles.
RNAi: RNA interference; (RT): Real time; RT-PCR: Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; shRNA: Short hairpin RNA; siRNA: Small interfering RNA.
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largely on HIF-1 for gene expression and cell migration, renal
carcinoma cells activated transcription through HIF-2. This
study indicates the advantage of having a highly specific inhibi-
tor for pathway analysis to allow discrimination between two
very similar factors, which may be very difficult to achieve with
classical small molecular weight antagonists [55].

This advantage is also recognised in a study by
Zhang et al. [56]. They developed an adenoviral vector for
delivery of shRNA to knockdown specific isoforms of
VEGF. As there is reason to believe that the (more than) five
isoforms of VEGF have different functionalities, this tool
may lead to important new insights into the biological role
of each of the different VEGF-species.

The effects of two known antiangiogenic compounds,
endostatin and fumagillin, were studied by Mazzanti et al. [57].
Using differential gene expression analysis they identified
three genes (DOC1, TC1 and KLF4) whose expression was
affected by both endostatin and fumagillin treatment. It
appeared that TC1 and KLF4 expression were not upregu-
lated in response to endostatin treatment after silencing of
DOC1. After treatment with fumagillin, however, DOC1
silencing did not affect TC1 and KLF4 upregulation. These
results indicate a role for DOC1 upstream from KLF4 and
TC1 in angiogenic effects mediated by endostatin, whereas
for fumagillin, these genes may be involved, but seem to act
through an alternative signalling pathway.

As indicated in section 4, one of the important steps during
angiogenesis is the migration of ECs and infiltration into the
tissue. By knocking down the production of junctional adhe-
sion molecule-1, Naik et al. were able to show that human
umbilical vein ECs (HUVEC) stimulated with bFGF were no
longer able to spread and migrate onto a vitronectin-coated
surface, supporting an important role for this adhesion mole-
cule in EC migration [58]. Next to that, silencing of junctional
adhesion molecule-1 in ECs also prevented activation of the
ERK-pathway normally induced by bFGF treatment.

These examples illustrate the use of RNAi in exploring
pathways and mediators that play a role in the angiogenic
cascade. The rapid generation of potent and highly specific
inhibitors for the study of loss-of-function phenotypes is an
important advantage of this approach, especially when try-
ing to separate the role of two structurally similar proteins
or isoforms.

4.2 New targets
The method of RNAi may also be used to identify novel tar-
get proteins involved in the process of angiogenesis that may
be useful for therapeutic intervention.

Sphingosine 1-phosphate phosphatase (S-1-PP) was stud-
ied by Johnson et al. [59]. Knockdown of S-1-PP by siRNA
reduced mRNA levels of the enzyme and led to a twofold
accumulation of S-1-P, as the phosphate of this lipid is no
longer cleaved, together with a concomitant twofold reduc-
tion in unphosphorylated sphingosine levels. As S-1-P has
been identified to play a functional role in the stimulation of

angiogenesis, modulation of the activity of S-1-PP may
constitute a therapeutic target in angiogenesis.

Sullivan et al. identified a novel protein disulfide isomerase
preferentially expressed in tumour ECs, named endo-PDI [60].
Normal PDI acted as a survival factor for ECs in situations
with normal oxygen pressure and under hypoxic conditions.
By using siRNA they were able to demonstrate that endo-PDI
only did so under hypoxia. As inhibition of endo-PDI
resulted in concomitant loss of proteins involved in the pre-
vention of endothelial apoptosis, endo-PDI may represent a
novel antiangiogenic target.

Diacylglycerol kinase-alpha knockdown was demonstrated
to be essential for VEGF stimulation in order to achieve
migration and proliferation responses of ECs [61]. Next to
other inhibitors, siRNA was used to inhibit diacylglycerol
kinase-alpha in HUVEC. In a Matrigel assay, HUVEC
treated with diacylglycerol kinase-alpha-specific siRNA dis-
played strongly reduced angiogenic responses as compared
with control-treated cells, indicating that inhibition of the
enzyme offers prospects for inhibition of angiogenesis.

In a study to determine the functional role of homeobox
proteins (Hox), inhibition of HoxA9 expression decreased EC
tube formation and migration. Immunoprecipitation indi-
cated that HoxA9 interacted with the EphB4 receptor, and
that expression of the receptor promoted migratory and tube
formation activity of ECs, implying that EphB4 may be a
novel target for therapeutic intervention in angiogenesis [62].

The role of desmoplakin was investigated by Zhou et al. [63].
ECs stimulated to form capillaries on Matrigel were treated
with siRNA silencing desmoplakin. Analysis of video record-
ings of these stimulated cells showed that although desmo-
plakin siRNA-treated cells continued to migrate towards each
other and engaged in close contact, cells rarely adhered to one
another or arranged themselves into elongated tubes, indicat-
ing that desmoplakin may be an interesting target to prevent
formation of functional blood vessels.

These studies illustrate the attractiveness and potency of
using RNAi to identify novel target proteins that can be
exploited to inhibit angiogenesis. At present, there is a
strong focus for increasing throughput of the technique for
the screening of tens of thousands of potential drug targets
per day [30,64-66].

5. In vivo inhibition of angiogenesis
using RNAi

5.1 Unmodified nucleic acids
VEGF is a growth factor that promotes blood vessel formation
in early embryonic development (vasculogenesis) and has a
central role in angiogenesis [39,67-69]. There is compelling evi-
dence indicating that uncontrolled angiogenesis is a major
contributing factor in both tumour growth and metastasis.
Inhibition of VEGF activity or disabling the function of its
receptors has been shown to inhibit both tumour growth and
metastasis in a variety of animal tumour models [70-72]. This
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means that mediators of the VEGF-pathway could be excellent
targets for RNAi in antiangiogenic therapy.

Filleur et al. conducted experiments in which VEGF was
silenced to investigate the antivascular effect of RNAi
(Table 1) [73].

Rat fibrosarcoma cJ4 cells were transfected with either
siRNA specific for VEGF or control siRNA and grown in
nude mice, and tumour growth was monitored. By day 12,
immunohistochemical staining for VEGF in tumours showed
a marked reduction in VEGF expression of tumours trans-
fected with VEGF-siRNA as compared with controls. This
reduction was accompanied by a 67% reduction in tumour
volume. These data indicate that the reduction in VEGF syn-
thesis obtained by the siRNA transfection in vitro resulted in
the expected biological effects on VEGF production and
tumour growth in vivo. The tumour growth was unaffected
by the transfection of control siRNA.

In this study, siRNA was used unprotected. For in vivo
applications the delivery step is of crucial importance. There-
fore, many investigators employ protecting chemical modifica-
tions or complexing cations to protect and target the siRNA
molecules. In the study by Filleur et al., the delivery of
unmodified siRNA to tumours by various administration
routes was monitored. It appeared that intraperitoneal admin-
istration of 50 µl 125 µg/kg siRNA given daily gave the best
knockdown effect, but also intravenous and subcutaneous
injections resulted in silencing effects. Contra-intuitively,
direct intratumoural injection failed to induce silencing effects.
These experiments suggest that efficient delivery of siRNA
into tumours via frequent parenteral administration is feasible,
and showed that VEGF expression and tumour growth can be
inhibited with the use of siRNA. No gross side effects were
detected in the animals at the end of the experiment.

Systemic administration of unmodified siRNA was also
used by Duxbury et al. They used siRNA to silence carcinoem-
bryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule (CEACAM)6,
which is overexpressed in a variety of gastrointestinal malig-
nancies. siRNA was administered twice-weekly at a dose of
150 µg/kg via the tail vein in mice bearing BxPC3 tumours.

CEACAM6-specific siRNA was administered when tumours
reached a size of 50 mm3. Tumours treated with siRNA against
CEACAM6 were 68% smaller and the formation of liver metas-
tases was prevented. CD34 staining, as a marker for progression
of angiogenesis, was sevenfold lower for tumours treated with
CEACAM siRNA. Although the authors realise that the efficacy
of ‘naked’ siRNA after intravenous injection is difficult to com-
prehend, they suggest that the locally enhanced permeability in
the tumour contributes to the observed effects [74].

Local intratumoural injection of siRNA was used in a study
by Aharinejad et al. Silencing colony-stimulating factor-1
(CSF-1) or its receptor was hypothesised to reduce recruit-
ment of tumour-associated macrophages with concomitant
reduction in local production of VEGF by macrophages,
thereby reducing tumour growth rate [75]. Nude mice bearing
MCF-7 mammary carcinoma cells were treated with siRNA
silencing CSF-1 or CSF-1 receptor with five intratumoural
injections of 10 µg. Histomorphometric analysis of mammary
tumours showed a decreased density of proliferating ECs with
siRNA-mediated silencing of CSF-1 and CSF-1 receptor. In
addition, mRNA levels of VEGF were reduced, but levels of
mRNA for VEGFR1 or VEGFR2 remained constant.

In a study using DNA encoding shRNA, Lakka et al.
silenced MMP-9 and cathepsin B [76]. In a number of in vitro
angiogenesis studies, silencing of MMP-9 and cathepsin B
was shown to inhibit angiogenic responses of ECs. Moreover,
silencing both proteases induced stronger inhibitor effects
than silencing each of the enzymes alone. In a therapeutic set-
ting, mice bearing established SNB19 tumour cells intracrani-
ally were treated with the plasmid vector. Plasmid was infused
in the brain using osmotic minipumps at a rate of 0.25 µl/h
and a total dose of 150 µg. Inhibiting each of the enzymes
alone induced regression of tumours to ∼ 50% of the original
tumour volume. More importantly, the combination of
silencing both enzymes eliminated the tumour completely.
Interestingly, the plasmid vector was also applied intraperito-
neally and still induced complete eradication of the tumour.
This indicates that distant production of shRNA may still
lead to therapeutic effects in the brain.

Table 1. In vivo studies with siRNA targeting angiogenesis.

Target gene siRNA Route of delivery Reference

VEGF ‘naked’ intramuscular, intraperitoneal, 
intravenous, subcutaneous

77

CEACAM6 ‘naked’ intravenous 78

CSF-1 (receptor) ‘naked’ intratumoural 79

MMP-9/Cathepsin-B plasmid-encoded brain infusion 80

S1P1 complexed with cationic liposomes intratumoural 81

VEGF complexed with atellocollagen intratumoural 82

VEGF/VEGFR1/VEGFR2 complexed with targeted cationic polymer intravenous, local delivery in the eye 83,84

The table shows the target genes, delivery form of siRNA, route of administration and reference number of studies using siRNA to inhibit angiogenesis in vivo.
CEACAM: Carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule; CSF: Colony-stimulating factor; MMP: Matrix metalloprotease; S1P1: Sphingosine 1-phosphate 
receptor 1; siRNA: Small interfering RNA; VEGF: Vascular endothelial growth factor; VEGFR: VEGF receptor.
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5.2 Complexed siRNA
Sphingosine 1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1P1) is implicated in
the stabilisation of newly formed vasculature in embryos. Its
overexpression has also been demonstrated in tumour
vessels [77]. S1P1 was targeted using multiple siRNAs specific
for different regions of the mRNA transcript. Cationic lipo-
somes based on 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane
(DOTAP) were used to complex siRNA and to augment cell
interactions. siRNA silencing S1P1 inhibited EC migration
in vitro and infiltration of Matrigel in vivo. In mice bearing
Lewis lung carcinoma tumours, siRNA complexed to cationic
liposomes was injected every third day in a volume of 60 µl
containing 15 µg siRNA. Tumours exhibited an ∼ 50%
reduction in tumour growth rate with reduction in vascular
density, quantified by CD31 staining. Furthermore, the
morphology of blood vessels was changed.

VEGF silencing in vivo was studied by Takei et al. [78].
They used siRNA which suppressed the synthesis of VEGF
in the human prostate carcinoma cell line PC-3. PC-3 cells
were injected into the flank of nude mice. After 3 weeks, vis-
ible tumours had developed at the injection sites. To deter-
mine the effectiveness of VEGF siRNA, mice were treated
intratumourally with VEGF siRNAs complexed to atelocol-
lagen, a biomaterial that is expected to increase cellular
uptake and nuclease resistance and to provide prolonged
release of the siRNA. Intratumoural treatment was repeated
every 10 days for four rounds. VEGF siRNA markedly sup-
pressed tumour growth compared with scrambled control
siRNA or atelocollagen alone. The growth inhibitory effects
were dependent on the dose of the VEGF siRNA. No gross
adverse effects, for example, loss of body weight, were
observed during the experiments.

5.3 Targeted complexed siRNA
The authors’ own studies focused on the use of targeted
complexing agents as carriers for siRNA for intravenous
administration and cell type-specific targeted delivery [79].
Poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) was chosen as a polycationic com-
plexing agent, polyethylene glycol (PEG) for steric stabilisation,
and a peptide ligand containing an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)-motif
to provide selectivity by virtue of their binding to αv-integrins
on activated ECs. EC interaction of RGD–PEG–PEI-com-
plexed siRNA was mediated by the RGD-peptide, as binding
of nanoparticles in the presence of an excess of free peptide was
> 90% reduced. Intravenous injection of RGD–PEG–PEI in
mice was not associated with apparent toxicity.

Studies in vivo, in N2A-tumour bearing mice, showed that
siRNA targeting murine VEGFR2 resulted in strong inhibi-
tion of tumour growth rate, which suggests uptake by acti-
vated ECs. Mice treated intravenously with 40 µg siRNA
silencing VEGFR2 every 3 days experienced a reduced
tumour growth rate that was paralleled by a reduction in func-
tional blood vessels in the vicinity of the tumour, supporting
an antiangiogenic activity of RGD–PEG–PEI-complexed
siRNA against VEGFR2.

These observations were expanded in mice suffering from
herpes simplex virus DNA-induced stromal keratitis leading
to angiogenesis in the eye [80]. siRNAs targeted against VEGF,
VEGFR1 or VEGFR2 were able to inhibit the formation of
new vasulature; however, effects were maximal when siRNAs
against VEGF and both receptors were mixed. Local adminis-
tration of 10 µg siRNA into the conjunctiva was observed to
result in the best therapeutic effect, but intravenous adminis-
tration of 40 µg siRNA, especially when delivered with
RGD–PEG–PEI, was almost as effective. The use of a combi-
nation of siRNAs targeting various mediators in a specific
pathway in the angiogenic cascade seems a highly promising
approach to control ocular neovascularisation.

6. Discussion

6.1 Specificity
As mentioned in section 1, the introduction of siRNA into
cells mostly avoids activation of the PKR response, but recent
reports indicate that certain siRNAs may also trigger
PKR-like pathways [16-18]. In addition, certain reports ques-
tion the (absolute) specificity of the siRNA approach [81-84].
The original claim that siRNA is able to distinguish between
single nucleotide differences does not always hold true. It
appears that the design of siRNAs should be improved. Many
researchers base their sequence selection on BLAST analysis,
which may lead to the selection of sequences that share
substantial homology to non-target sequences [83]. Improve-
ments in bioinformatic analysis of sequences may avoid these
off-target effects. Validating each sequence for specificity on
mRNA and protein levels seems important in relating mRNA
downregulation and phenotypes to RNAi.

6.2 Transient character
One of the features of RNAi in mammalian cells is the tran-
sient character of siRNA-induced gene silencing. As opposed
to worms and plants, mammals are thought to lack mecha-
nisms that amplify silencing and ensure spreading. RNAi-
mediated gene suppression after siRNA administration is usu-
ally observed only for 24 – 96 h. To circumvent this problem,
several plasmid and viral vector systems have been developed
that maintain production of siRNAs/shRNAs in situ for pro-
longed periods of time [30,85-87]. Disadvantages of the plasmid
and vector systems are the loss of control over the dose of
siRNA that cells receive, the increased difficulty of functional
delivery of the far larger DNA encoding siRNA/shRNA, and
safety and cell specificity issues connected with the use of
viruses. Another way to circumvent the transient character of
siRNA treatment may be by increasing the stability of siRNA
by chemical modifications [88-90].

6.3  Targeting
For the siRNAs to be effective, they must enter target cells.
As siRNAs are relatively large molecules that are strongly
negatively charged, spontaneous diffusion over the cell
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membrane is expected to be very low. Nevertheless, as
described in section 6.1, silencing has been observed after
simple injection of unmodified siRNAs via local or sys-
temic routes. It remains unclear whether specific receptors
(SID-1 analogues) exist that would enable the uptake of
siRNA into cells or other mechanisms by which siRNA
could pass the lipid bilayer. Otherwise, these results are
sometimes difficult to interpret as there seems to be no
relationship between the gene silencing effect and cell
exposure to the silencing siRNA [73].

7. Expert opinion/concluding remarks

The RNAi process provides a potent method for dissecting
pathways in complex pathological conditions, such as the

angiogenic cascade, and for the identification of novel target
proteins for use in therapeutic intervention. The method is
especially important in view of its specificity and possibilities
for high-throughput applications. For therapeutic applica-
tions, the remarkable efficiency of RNAi and the possibility of
combining siRNAs to enhance silencing effects are attractive
features. The increased recognition of the importance of
RNAi since the discovery of siRNA, combined with observa-
tions on the siRNA-mediated inhibition of angiogenesis in
animal models, indicates a bright future for therapeutic appli-
cations of siRNA. Challenges for the future will be to address
the profound heterogeneity of ECs, thereby expanding thera-
peutic intervention for siRNA to the different phases of ang-
iogenesis and corresponding phase-specific target proteins
that are encountered in clinical situations.
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